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The Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, in his maiden address for Independence Day 2014, announced the “Make in
India” initiative with the aim of positioning India as the new manufacturing destination to the world. To walk the talk, the
Government of India launched the Make in India initiative on September 25, 2014. The objective was to launch
nation-building initiatives to transform the country to facilitate investment, foster innovation, enhance skill development,
protect intellectual property and build best-in-class manufacturing infrastructure. Various reforms, new schemes and
initiatives were introduced across the select focus sectors to boost the investment climate and project an investor-friendly
environment in the nation. The Prime Minister re-defined FDI as the ‘First Developing India’ whilst addressing industry
leaders, public sector heads, policymakers and other relevant stakeholders, also bringing a paradigm shift in the role of the
Government from regulator to facilitator.
As a part of the this initiative, 22 sectors were selected, setting a total of 118 Short-Term (1 year) and Medium-Term (3 years)
Action Plans for the concerned Ministries/Departments that contribute to strengthening India’s manufacturing infrastructure
prowess. Make in India is based on four pillars, the pioneer being the ‘Ease of Doing Business (EODB)’, which is redefining
India, as an array of measures have been launched under this initiative to simplify the business regulatory environment and
rationalise the process on starting a new business. As a part of the Government’s objective of transforming India into a
preferred destination for manufacturing and doing business, the Government of India in conjunction with State Governments
has undertaken significant measures to improve India’s ranking in ‘starting a business’ parameter. The registration process
with ESIC and EPFO has been eased out by eliminating all physical touch-points and the pre-requisite of opening a bank
account prior to registration has also been eradicated. The payments for EPFO and ESIC have been digitised. To relax the
procedure for incorporation of companies, SPICe form has been notified as the sole application form w.e.f January 2017.
The requirement of minimum paid up capital and common seal under the Companies Act 2013 has been done away with.
As part of EODB, several portals to ease out processes and provide more transparency to the process have been launched.
For instance, to issue unique Labour Identification Number (LIN), submission of common electronic returns and facilitate
risk-based inspections, ‘Shram Suvidha’ Portal has been introduced. Several states have taken unique measures to improve
the business environment.
Further, import and export procedures have been relaxed for making business simpler. The Central Board of Excise and
Customs (CBEC) has implemented Single Window Interface for Facilitating Trade (SWIFT) (online single window for clearance
of goods) on the IceGATE portal by integrating FSSAI, Animal Quarantine, Plant Quarantine, Drug Controller and Wildlife Control
Bureau for imports. The process for getting an electricity connection has witnessed a significant improvement, thus ranking
India from 111th in 2016 to 26th in 2017.

As a result of these initiatives, the total FDI inflow in the country increased to USD 161 Billion between April 2014 and March
2017, which represents 33% of cumulative FDI inflow in India since April 2000. FDI inflow in one fiscal year for the first time
crossed the USD 50 Billion mark, with a record inflow of USD 60 Billion in 2016-2017.
Availability of modern and facilitating infrastructure is one of the key elements for the development of any industry.
In infrastructure development, the Government has undertaken numerous initiatives, including a project in collaboration with
Japanese firms for developing a high-speed rail network between Mumbai-Ahmedabad. Introducing PPP in railways has
generated INR 15,000 crore in revenue in the previous fiscal year. The Government has also commissioned India’s largest blast
furnace ‘Kalyani’, apart from launching ‘Swadesh Darshan Scheme’ with 51 projects worth INR 41.5 Billion. Further, the
Government has set up ISUZU Motors’ greenfield manufacturing unit worth USD 445 Million in Sri City, Andhra Pradesh,
approved six new greenfield airports and made INR 1.72 lakh crore investment in the Petrochemicals sector generating 2.73
lakh jobs. Establishing six Mega Food Parks has resulted in the creation of 36,000 jobs while benefiting 30,000 farmers. The
INR 4 lakh crore investment for the ‘Sagarmala’ program, identifying 173 projects in the Ports & Shipping sector signals the
Government’s commitment towards creating infrastructure that is required for a rapidly growing manufacturing ecosystem.
Skill Development was identified as one of the major pillars towards India becoming a manufacturing giant. Skilling was
undertaken on a massive scale resulting in 52.5 lakh candidates trained under the Digital Saksharta Abhiyan (DISHA) and
National Digital Literacy Mission. Further, 9.5 lakh were trained under the Integrated Skill Development Scheme in the Textiles
and Apparel Sector; 2.9 Lakh people trained in the Automotive Sector and 1.3 lakh people trained in Plastics and Engineering
Technology. The Gems & Jewellery sector witnessed 0.92 lakh people being skilled. 4.28 lakh people were trained under the
leather development program and 3.5 lakh trained in the Telecom Skill Sector Council.
The subsequent sections of the book reflect key achievements in the focus sectors that the Make in India initiative has been
promoting and improvising to attract investment into the country; and also promoting and facilitating expansion of the
existent domestic businesses. Detailed reports for 23 sectors, highlighting achievements since September 2014 following
the launch of the Make in India initiative, have been prepared based on the inputs received from the concerned
administrative Ministries. This compilation focuses on new policy initiatives/schemes launched, fiscal incentives, FDI
growth, major sectoral investments, infrastructure creation, sector specific Ease of Doing Business reforms, skilling initiatives
and details of innovation and R&D projects supported.

The information contained in this booklet is based on the information collected from the respective Ministries/Departments and is not exhaustive in nature.
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AVIATION
• To provide visas promptly, Temporary Landing
Permits are now being issued for Aircraft on
Ground (AOG) situation, and for foreign pilots
operating aircraft to and from India for the purpose
of servicing at an Indian Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MROs) entity, subject to conditions.

• Foreign aircraft brought to India for MRO work are
allowed to stay up to six months or as extended by
the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).
The aircraft can carry passengers in the flights at
the beginning and end of the stay period in India.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
• A ‘Make in India’ Facilitation Cell (Biotechnology) at BIRAC has been established for handholding investors and
to facilitate dissemination of information on Government policies.
• No license required to import or export biological samples w.e.f. August 4, 2016.

• Airport Entry Passes (AEPs) for MRO are now
need-based and will not be restricted if required
conditions are met.
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DEFENCE
• ‘Make in India’ Portal: The portal
www.makeinindiadefence.com provides
information related to all policy and procedural
issues relevant for the defence manufacturing
industry. It provides a link to industrial promotion
policies and program of various states and UTs.
It also displays test facilities services and firing
ranges which can be utilised by the private sector.
The portal also gives an opportunity to an individual/
company to seek clarifications or ask questions
related to defence production.
• No Objection Certificate (NOC) for Export:
A web-based single window interface has been
created to issue 'No Objection Certificate'. The process
is transparent and time bound, with the maximum
processing time reduced to 25 days and 70% of
the NOCs issued in 15 days.
• Registration of Firms: Renewal of registration
can be carried out on self-certification basis.
The capacity verification of non-registered firms
participating in tender enquiry, that was being
done on tender specific basis, has now been made
valid for three years and would have the same
renewal facility in line with the registered firms.
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• e-tendering in DPSUs/OFB: DPSUs/OFB follow the
process of e-tendering for procurement of various
items. To disseminate the information and further
increase the visibility related to the requirements
of DPSUs/OFB amongst the private sector, a link
of e-tendering web page of DPSUs/ OFB has been
provided on www.makeinindiadefence.com
• Green Channel Policy was promulgated in March
2017. Green Channel status shall be awarded to
firms having pre-qualified financial and quality
credentials. This will provide deemed registration
status, waiver of pre-dispatch inspection and
acceptance of stores under supplier's warranty/
guarantee against the contracts concluded.

- 100% Offset claims filed during the past two
years (USD 0.99 Billion), as against 64% during
the period between 2008-2013 (USD 0.79 Billion
against USD 1.24 Billion).
• The Defence Products List for the purpose of
issuing Industrial Licenses (ILs) has been revised
and most of the components, parts, sub-systems,
testing equipment, production equipment have
been removed, so as to reduce the entry barriers
for the industry, particularly the small & medium
segment.

- 342 Industrial Licenses (ILs) have been issued so far.
- With liberalisation of Industrial Licensing, there
has been a marked increase in the issue of
licenses. As against only 217 licenses issued
between 2001 and May 2014, 119 licenses have
been issued from June 2014 upto March 2016.

- The initial validity of the Industrial Licence
granted has been increased from three years to
fifteen years with a provision to further extend it
by three years on a case-to-case basis.

• The process of ‘Offset Implementation’ has been
streamlined and the requirement of prescribing
Indian Offset Partners and components for offset
discharge for the entire period of contract, at
the time of signing of contract, has been done
away with, giving flexibility to OEMs. Provision
of Services for discharge of offsets has been
re-instated based on industry demands.
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ELECTRONICS & I.T.
• An Investment Facilitation Cell and specific
help-desks for Japan and Israel, have been
established at Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MeitY) to handhold and
help investors during stages of transition.
The cell has responded to 836 queries in the
Electronics sector since September 2014.
• Customs (Import of Goods at Concessional Rate
of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules
1996, has been substituted with the Customs
(Import of Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for
Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules 2016,
effective from April 1, 2016.

• This is to simplify the rules, including allowing
duty exemptions to importer/manufacturer based
on self-declaration instead of obtaining permissions
from the Central Excise authorities. The need for
additional registration has also been done away with.

FOOD PROCESSING
• A Food Map identifying surplus and deficit areas
of agriculture and horticulture produce in the
country has been developed and made available on
the Ministry’s website. This is to aid investors in
identifying availability of raw materials in different
regions of the country.

• Invest India, the investment promotion agency of
the Government has also created a help desk for
this sector. 1590 queries have been answered as of
July 2016.

• To facilitate Single Window Clearance for
customs, online connectivity has been established
between Customs and Government Partner
Agencies such as Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India (FSSAI), Department of Plant
Protection, Quarantine and Storage (DPPQ&S),
Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation
(CDSCO), Animal Quarantine and Certification
Services (AQCS), Wild Life Crime Control Bureau
(WCCB) and Textile Committee. Clearances can
now be obtained online and no hard copy of ‘No
Objection Certificate’ is required for clearance of
goods thereby reducing dwell time and cost of
doing business. This facility is currently available
at Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust, Tughlakabad
Inland Container Depot (ICD) and Patparganj ICD.

– Online processing of claims has been set up for
release of grants under the Scheme on Mega Food
Park, for more transparency and efficiency in release
of grants to the projects.

• A Single Window Facilitation Cell has been set up
by Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI)
since May 17, 2016 for addressing queries,
facilitating and handholding foreign investors.
8

• Streamlining of processes:

– Launch of an online system for food licensing
and registration of Food Business Operators.
The registration process with ESIC and EPFO has
been eased out by eliminating all physical touch
points and also the pre-requisite of opening a
bank account prior to registration has been done
away with.
• MoFPI has simplified application forms of all the
schemes currently being implemented.
• A Committee of Independent Monitors has been
set up by MoFPI to hear grievances of investors/
promoters and make recommendations for redressal
of grievances. All grievances are responded within
30 days.
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MSME
• The ‘Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum’ (UAM) services
was launched on September 18, 2015 to enable
entrepreneurs to register themselves by filing a
simple one page form online on self-certification
basis. No fees and supporting documents are
required for the online filing of UAM. Over 28.5
lakh entrepreneurs have registered as on
March 31, 2017.
• The documents required at application stage
and claim stage for International Cooperation
scheme have been simplified and kept to bare
minimum (10) w.e.f. June 1, 2016 and applications
can be submitted online.
• MSME Databank Portal and Online Finance
Facilitation Web Portal was launched on August
11, 2016 to enables the Ministry to streamline and
monitor the schemes and pass on the benefits
directly to MSMEs. MSME units can also update
their information of their enterprise, products and
services without visiting any government office in
person. As on March 31, 2017, more than 88,000
MSME units have enrolled on the portal.

1O

• MyMSME: A web-based application module and
Mobile App ‘MyMSME’ has been launched enabling
entrepreneurs to submit their applications for
schemes online and track it at their convenience.

MINING
• Mineral Conservation and Development Rules
have been amended to enable the filing of returns
online.
• Restrictions on sharing baseline geo-scientific
data in public domain has been relaxed by Ministry
of Defence (MoD).
• Exploration companies now have an option to
either retain the reconnaissance data in contrast to
the earlier requirement of mandatorily sharing it
with the State Governments or opt to submit the
information to the State Governments and participate
in the auction process.
• Non-Exclusive Reconnaissance Permit (NERP) is
to be given as per the discretion of the State
Government and has to be issued within 30 days
to the company upon submission of online
application along with the required documents.
• Lease period can now be extended up to March
31, 2030 for captive mines and till March 31, 2020
for merchant mines or till the completion of the
period of renewal already granted, if any, whichever
is later.

• To facilitate auction of blocks, Indian Bureau of
Mines has recently started releasing monthly
prices of additional two minerals namely, Gallium
and Vanadium apart from the existing 32 minerals
whose prices are released every month.
• Requirement of “prior approval” or approval of
mining plan of the state from the Central
Government in case of 10 important minerals, like
Iron ore, Bauxite etc., has been done away with
making the process quicker and simpler.
• Process for obtaining survey/flight related approvals
for aero-geophysical survey has been expedited by
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).
• Several central and state PSUs such as Rashtriya
Ispat Nigam Limited, Steel Authority of India Limited,
NMDC Limited, KIOCL Limited and MOIL Limited have
been enlisted to do prospecting operations without
obtaining prospecting license. This will strengthen
the mineral inventory database of the country.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
• Renewable Energy has been re-classified as a
‘white category’ sector. Previously, this sector
was under ‘green category’ and the re-classification
will enable Ease of Doing Business as setting
up of solar and wind power plants will be
exempt from seeking environmental clearances
from Ministry and consent from State Pollution
Control Boards.
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• Wind Atlas 2015, a Geographic Information
System (GIS) based software tool to help policy
planners and developers was launched in
September 2015. The tool identifies regional
and local wind energy potential in India and
contains average annual values of Wind Speed
(m/s), Wind Power Density and Capacity
Utilization Factor (CUF) calculated for an average
2 MW turbine at 100 metre level. This data is
made freely available by the Government in
public domain.

OIL & GAS
– The Government has approved supply of pooled
Natural Gas at uniform delivered price to all
grid connected gas-based fertilizer plants for
urea production w.e.f. March 31, 2015.

• The Government has allowed the sale of biodiesel
(B100) by private manufacturers to bulk consumers
like Railways, State Transport Corporations and
other bulk consumers w.e.f. August 10, 2015. As
on September 30, 2016, 2.32 crore litres of biodiesel
(B100) has been procured.

– It has also approved the scheme for utilisation of
stranded gas based power generation capacity,
which was a joint proposal from Ministry of
Petroleum & Natural Gas (MoPNG) and Ministry
of Power and will help in revival of 16,000 MW
stranded gas based power plants.

• Extraction of Coal Bed Methane (CBM):
In November, 2015, The Government permitted
Coal India Limited & its subsidiaries to explore
coal-bed methane gas from the coal mining lease
areas held by them. This will help in augmenting
CBM gas production in the country.

• Facilitating supply of Natural Gas to Fertilizer
and Power Sector:
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PHARMACEUTICALS
• Pharma Data Bank, an integrated pharmaceutical
database management system was launched on
June 25, 2015, to facilitate online filling of
mandatory returns as prescribed in Drugs
(Prices Control) Order, 2013. The database also
provides a facility for submitting Form-I
application for price approval of ‘new drug’
under DPCO, 2013.
• Pharma Sahi Daam, a mobile application
launched in August 2016, provides real-time
information to consumers on prices of scheduled/
non-scheduled medicines.
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• Pharma Jan Samadhan, a customer grievances
redressal system was launched in March, 2015,
to address consumer complaints. Around 820
cases of overcharging involving INR 3,992 Crore
are being processed.

POWER
• A provision has been made for extension of Power
Purchase Agreement for Hydro Power Projects
beyond 35 years for a further period of 15 years.
• Hydro Power Projects have been exempted from
competitive bidding till August 15, 2022, to
expedite clearance process.
• Hydro Power Projects have been excluded for
estimating Renewable Purchase Obligations (RPO).
A provision has also been made that the developer
shall have the option of indicating, while seeking
approval of tariff, long rate of depreciation subject
to the upper ceiling determined by Appropriate
Commission.

• To promote lending support in sector, two public
sector undertakings, namely Power Finance
Corporation Limited and Rural Electrification
Corporation Limited are providing long term loans.
• Subordinate debt has been provided by the
Government in a few cases with a low rate of
interest for period up to 30 years along with a
moratorium period.
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PORTS & SHIPPING
• Green channel for coastal cargo has been
established at major ports of Kolkata, Visakhapatnam,
V.O.Chidambaranar, Cochin, New Mangalore, Mumbai
and Kandla. This includes earmarked exclusive
berths, storage areas and gates for coastal cargo
outside the custom bonded area of the ports in
order to facilitate swift movement of coastal cargo.

• Re-rolled steel from Ship Breaking can now be
used in shipbuilding activities such as construction
of inland barges, River Sea Vessels (RSV Types 1 & 2)
etc. This will help in bringing down the cost of
construction of barges, river sea vessels and
harbour crafts.

• Freight subsidy has been allowed for multi model
transportation of fertilizer by re-defining the
primary moment of subsidised fertilizer by Rail or
Coastal Shipping or Inland Water transportation
including Road bridging or by any or two or by all
the three modes of transportation upto final
destination.

• Procedure simplified to avail Customs and Central
Excise Duty exemption on procurement of goods
for shipbuilding and ship repair. The new procedure
requires only an intimation to be sent to the Excise
Department.

• Cabotage restrictions relaxed for special vessels
for a period of five years w.e.f. September 14, 2015.
The cabotage restrictions was further relaxed for
ports which trans-ship at least 50% of the container
handled by them w.e.f. March 2016. With the
relaxation, foreign vessels can now transport EXIM
and empty containers from any port in India to
transshipment port and vice versa, in addition to
Indian vessels.
• Indian ship owners allowed to acquire ships and
flag them in foreign countries of their convenience,
thus facilitating Indian ship owners to gain access
to cheaper funds abroad.
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• One-time processing fee being charged for issue
of licence to a vessel of Indian Control Tonnage.
• Procedure to determine light dues for container
ships has been simplified. TEU (Twenty feet
Equivalent unit) unit of collection has now been
adopted instead of net tonnage. Further, collection
of light dues has been made online.
• Facility for online application and payment of
requisite fees for Registration of Ships, Issuance
of chartering permission, Issue of registration
certificate to transport operators, Issuance of fresh
CDC (Continuous Discharge Certificate) and
renewal/replacement/duplicate CDCs.

• One-time trading license for shipping
companies instead of the requirement of annual
renewal of licence.
• Ship Repair Units (SRUs) are no longer required
to register with Directorate General of Shipping.
The concessions and facilities are to be extended
to SRUs without registration.
• Major ports can now sanction and incur
expenditure on capital works upto INR 200 crore
up from the previous limit of INR 50 crore.
• Major ports will reduce charges for cargo/
vessels related services and will provide special
discount during non-peak hours.
• Parity in taxation for seafarers’ employed on Indian
flag ships vis-à-vis those on foreign flag ships.
• Right of First Refusal given to Indian Flag
Vessels by removing the earlier 10% price bend
cap with respect to L-1 for operation in coastal
water. Similar benefit has been extended to
Indian Dredgers.

• Manual Forms 11 and 13 replaced with e-form 13
at all three terminals at Jawahar Lal Nehru Port Trust
(JNPT) port and other major ports. This enables
customs authorization to be obtained online.
• JNPT has extended Direct Port Delivery (DPD)
facility to 778 DPD clients identified by Department
of Customs which covers 60% of the import
volume of JNPT.
• DPD containers have been automated and
container scanners have been installed to reduce
time taken for operations and track the movement
of containers at JNPT port.
• The Centralized Web-based Port Community
System (PCS) has been strengthened as a single
window system to facilitate seamless exchange of
data and messages between all the stakeholders.
• Logistic Data Bank Tagging for real-time tracking
of container movement using RFID technology
has been operationalised at four terminals at the
JNPT port.

• Power has been delegated to State Maritime
administration for surveying and certifying Indian
fishing vessels having length more than 24 metres.
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RAILWAYS
• Rationalization of freight rates under the
Merry-Go-Round (MGR) system, a closed-circuit
dedicated rail transportation system operated
between coal mines and thermal plants and
between ports and coastal thermal plants w.e.f.
April 1, 2016.
• Two/multi-point and mini rake in all kinds of
covered wagons; mini rakes allowed up to 600 km
(from earlier 400 km) w.e.f. March 15, 2016.
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• Automatic freight rebate scheme in traditional
empty flow direction traffic introduced on June
25, 2015 with a view to convert empty running
of rakes into loaded one.
• Roll-On–Roll-Off scheme launched on Digha
Rail Bridge over River Ganges near Patna. Under
this scheme loaded trucks would be moved on
the flat wagons.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
• ‘Right of Way Rules’ was modified in November
2016. Applications for laying fibre underground
cable as well as for setting up telecom towers have
to be accepted or rejected within a period of 60 days
failing which application will be deemed to have
been approved.
• An alternate process of providing new connections
by using Aadhaar e-KYC has been prescribed since
September, 2016. - 30 minute activation of new SIM
cards using Aadhaar Based e-KYC.

• Department of Telecommunications (DoT) has
done away with the requirement of ‘Wireless
Operating Licence’ for telecom providers w.e.f.
November 2, 2016. This would prevent the delay
in utilisation of scarce infrastructure as radio
transmission can be started immediately on
installation of base stations without waiting for
obtaining clearance from DoT.
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TOURISM & HOSPITALITY
• A web-based Public Delivery System has been set
up for recognition of Travel Trade Service Providers
and for classification of hotels in order to ease the
process of filing applications by Travel Trade Service
Providers seeking recognition from the Ministry.

• The Ministry of Tourism launched the 24x7 Toll
Free Multi-Lingual Tourist Helpline in 12 languages
on February 8, 2016 which can be accessed on Toll
Free Number 1800-11-1363 or short code 1363.

• A mobile application called Swachh Paryatan was
launched on February 22, 2016, which will let
citizens report any hygiene issues at various tourist
destinations across the country.

2O
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HIGHLIGHTS OF FISCAL
INCENTIVES
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AUTOMOTIVE
• To promote exports of manufactured green
technology products, the export obligation of 16
specified products has been reduced by 25%
under the Export Promotion Council Goods
(EPCG) scheme (Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20).

• Excise duty on chassis for Ambulance reduced
from 24% to 12.5%.
• Basic Customs Duty on Commercial Vehicles
increased from 10% to 20%.

AVIATION
• Budget 2017-18 provides service tax exemption
on the amount of Viability Gap Funding (VGF)
payable to the airline operators operationg from
Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) airport, for
a period of one year from the date of commencement
of operations.
• Selected airports in Tier 2 cities to be taken up
for operation and maintenance in the PPP mode.
Airport Authority of India Act to be amended to
enable effective monetization of land assets. The
resources generated from land monetisation will
used for airport upgradation.
• Customs and excise duty exempted for tools
and toolkits used in Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) works.
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• Restriction of one year for utilisation of duty
free parts has been removed.
• To allow import of unserviceable parts by
MROs for providing exchange/advance exchange,
the notification on Standard Exchange Scheme
has been revised.
• Airport royalty and additional charges will not
be levied on MRO service providers for a period
of five years from the date of approval.
• If the cost of ‘Made-in-India’ aircraft and
components works out to be higher than those
supplied from their original sources, the Government
will consider an incentive package to nullify the
cost differential.
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BIOTECHNOLOGY
• Budget 2017-18 introduced a special ‘Royalty
Tax’ which lowers the effective rate of tax on
income earned from patents - 10% rate of tax on
income from worldwide exploitation of patents
developed and registered in India.

• Service tax exempted on services provided by
Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance
Council (BIRAC) approved biotechnology
incubators to incubatees with effect from April
1, 2016.

CHEMICALS
• Customs Duty exempted on Ortho Xylene.
• Customs Duty on 2-Ethyl Anthraquinone reduced
to 2.5% from 7.5%.

• Customs Duty on Super Absorbent Polymer (SAP)
imported for use in the manufacture of adult diapers
reduced to 5% from 7.5%.

• Customs Duty on Vinyl Polyethylene Glycol (VPEG)
reduced to 7.5% from 10%

• Customs Duty on electrolysers, membranes etc.
required by caustic soda unit using membrane
cell technology reduced to nil.

• Customs Duty on Ethyl Alcohol/Ethanol reduced
to 2.5% from 5%.

• Customs Duty on Butyl Acrylate reduced to 5%
from 7.5% and Liquefied Butane to 2.5% from 5%.

• Customs Duty on Acyclic Hydrocarbons and all
Cyclic Hydrocarbons rationalised to 2.5%.

• Customs Duty on Styrene Monomer, Ethylene
dichloride and Vinyl Chloride monomer reduced to 2%.

DEFENCE
Exchange Rate Variation protection has been made applicable for Indian private sector at par with
Public Sector Undertakings for all categories of capital acquisitions as stipulated in Defence
Procurement Procedure.
26
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ELECTRONICS & I.T.
• In Budget 2017-18, a provision of INR 745 Crore
has been made for incentive schemes like Modified
Special Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS) and
Electronic Development Fund (EDF).
• To promote indigenous manufacturing of mobile
handsets, differential excise duty dispensation is
available to mobile handsets i.e. Countervailing
Duty (CVD) on imports @12.5% and Excise Duty
@1% without input tax credit or 12.5% with input
tax credit.
• Duty exemption has been withdrawn on charger/
adapter, battery and wired headsets for
manufacturing of mobile handsets while Excise
Duty structure on these items for supply to mobile
handset manufacturers has been changed. These
will be charged Excise Duty of 2% (without input
tax credit) while CVD on imports shall be 12.5%.
To enable this, inputs, parts and sub-parts for the
manufacture of these goods have also been
exempted from Basic Customs Duty (BCD), Excise
Duty/CVD and Special Additional Duty of Customs
(SAD).
• Differential Excise Duty has been extended to the
following electronic equipment. However, these
will be charged an Excise Duty of 4% (without input
tax credit) while CVD on imports shall be 12.5%:
28

- Routers
- Broadband modems
- Set-top boxes for gaining access to Internet
- Set-top boxes for TV
- Digital Video Recorder (DVR)/Network Video
Recorder (NVR)
- CCTV Camera/IP Camera
- Lithium-ion batteries (other than those for
mobile handsets including cellular phones)
• Tariff structure has been rationalised for
promotion of manufacturing of Point of Sale (POS)
and other Digital Payment Devices: (Micro ATMs as
per standards version 1.5.1; Fingerprint reader/
scanner; Iris scanner; and Miniaturised POS card
reader for mPOS).
• Basic Customs Duty (BCD) on Televisions, Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD), Light Emitting Diode (LED)
or Organic LED (OLED) TV panels has been reduced
to 0% BCD on specified parts of LCD and LED TV
panels (including open cell, plate diffuser, film
diffuser, back light unit module) has been
reduced to 0%.

• To promote indigenous manufacturing of
Information Technology Agreement (ITA) products,
the problem of CENVAT credit accumulation has
been addressed by reduction of SAD from 4% to
Nil for all goods except populated PCBs, falling
under any chapter of the Customs Tariff, for use
in manufacture of ITA bound goods.
• BCD has been increased from 5% to 7.5% on
certain specified medical electronic devices.
Simultaneously, the exemption from SAD on these
medical devices has also been withdrawn, and
they will now attract 4% SAD. Further, to give
fillip to domestic manufacturing, BCD has been
reduced to 2.5% along with full exemption from
SAD on raw materials, parts and accessories for
manufacture of medical devices, falling under
headings 9,018 to 9,022.
• BCD and SAD have been exempted on machinery,
electrical equipment, other instruments and their
parts (except populated Printed Circuit Boards)
for use in semiconductor wafer fabrication/LCD
fabrication and Assembly, Test, Marking and
Packaging of semiconductor chips (ATMP) units.

• BCD exemption has been withdrawn on certain
telecommunication equipment (soft switches, VoIP
equipment, optical transport equipment, carrier,
Ethernet Switch, Packet Transport Node (PTN)
products, Multiprotocol Label Switching-Transport
Profile (MPLS-TP) products; Multiple Input/Multiple
Output (MIMO) and Long Term Evolution (LTE)
Products.
• BCD has been exempted on magnetron of up to
1.5 kW used for use in the manufacture of domestic
microwave ovens.
• Tariff structure has been rationalised for promotion
of indigenous manufacturing of LED (Light Emitting
Diode) lights, Solar Cells and Modules and Brushless
Direct Current (BLDC) motors.
• Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) scheme:
Under zero duty Export Promotion Capital Goods
(EPCG) scheme, imports of capital goods for
pre-production, production and post-production
including (Completely Knocked down(CKD)/Semi
Knocked Down(SKD) thereof as well as computer
software systems) enter at zero custom duty.
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FOOD PROCESSING
• 100% Income tax exemption on profits for food
processing units for the first five years of
operation and 25% thereafter for next five years.
• Reduction of Excise Duty on:
– Refrigerated containers from 12.5% to 6%
– Machinery for food processing and packaging
has been reduced from 10% to 6%.
• Excise Duty exempted on pasteurising, drying,
evaporating, etc. machinery used in Dairy Sector.

•Basic Customs Duty reduced to 5% under project
imports for Cold Storage, Cold Chamber and Cold
Chains including pre-cooling unit, pack house,
sorting and grading lines and ripening chambers.
• Service tax exempted on pre-conditioning,
pre-cooling, ripening, waxing and retail packing,
labelling of fruits and vegetables. Service tax
exemption also given for transportation of food
grains including rice and pulses, flour, milk and
salt by rail, vessels or road.

GEMS & JEWELLERY
• Customs Duty on import of Imitation Jewellery
increased from existing level of 10% to 15% with
the view to protect local manufacturers.
• In order to provide clarity, section 10AA of the
Income Tax Act has been amended to provide a
sunset date of March 31, 2020 for commencement
of activity of manufacture or production of any
article or thing or providing services by a unit
located in a Special Economic Zone (SEZs) for
availing the deduction under the section.
• Small Scale Industry (SSI) eligibility limit has
been raised from INR 12 Crore to INR 15 Crore.

– Exports of notified goods/products to notified
markets, is rewarded under MEIS in form of Duty
Credit Scrips. The MEIS reward rate for Imitation
Jewellery is 5%.
– Interest Equalisation Scheme (previously known
as Interest Subvention Scheme) on Pre & Post
Shipment Rupee Export Credit was approved with
effect from April 1, 2015 for five years. Under the
scheme, Banks reduced the interest rate charged
to the eligible exporters as per extant guidelines
on interest rates on advances by the rate of
interest equalisation. The current rate of interest
equalisation is 3%.

• SSI exemption limit has been raised to INR 10
Crore as against INR 6 Crore in a financial year.
• Exporters of Imitation Jewellery segment
are being incentivised under Interest Equalisation
Scheme and Merchandise Exports from India
Scheme (MEIS).
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LEATHER
• Excise Duty reduced to 6% from 12% on leather
footwear (footwear with uppers made of leather)
with retail sale price of more than INR 1,000 per
pair.
• Common Effluent Treatment Plants (CETPs)
exempted from service tax with effect from April
1, 2015.
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• Interest rate reduced to 3% on Rupee Export
Credit to MSME units and all footwear units
under Interest Equalisation scheme launched on
April 1, 2015.

MINING
• Export Duty on Iron ore (fines and lumps below
58% Fe grade) has been reduced from 10% and
30% respectively to 0%.
• Export Duty on Bauxite (natural) reduced from
20% to 15% and on Chromium ores & concentrates
from 30% to 0%.
• Export Duty on Iron ore pellets has been reduced
to zero from 5%.

• Export Duty on Iron ore of National Mineral
Development Corporation (NMDC) origin by Metals
and Minerals Trading Corporation (MMTC) Limited
to Japan and South Korea has been reduced from
30% to 10%, effective till March 31, 2018.
• Rates of distance based charges on movement of
Iron ore has also been reduced to a flat INR 300.
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MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
• To promote dissemination of information in
localised content, the Government is providing
90% subsidy for North Eastern states and 75%
subsidy for other states towards setting up of
Community Radio Stations in the country.
• Customs Duty on wood in chips or particles for
manufacture of paper, paperboard and newsprint
has been reduced to 0% from 5%.
• INR 100 Crore has been allocated to encourage
the growth of community radio stations.
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• INR 500 Crore has been allocated for launching
a pan-India programme named Digital India and
a national rural internet and technology mission
for services in villages and schools, training in IT
skills and e-kranti for government service delivery
and governance scheme.
• INR 100 Crore has been allocated for launching
programme to promote good governance.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
• Fiscal incentives such as Accelerated
Depreciation, Concessional Custom Duty, Excise
Duty Exemption, Income Tax holidays for 10 years
to promote Renewable Energy.

• Inter-state transmission charges and losses for
wind and solar projects have been waived off.

• Clean Energy Fund – Clean environment cess on
coal, lignite and peat has been doubled from INR
200 per tonne to INR 400 per tonne, to promote
use of Renewable Energy sources.

• Basic Custom Duty on digital still image video
camera with certain specification reduced to Nil.
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OIL & GAS
• Basic Customs Duty and Countervailing Duty
exemption on specified goods imported for
petroleum exploration under various types of
licenses or mining leases, pre-New Exploration
Licensing Policy (NELP) contracts, NELP contracts,
Marginal Fields Policy and the Coal Bed Methane
Policy have been merged into a single exemption,
with unified list of goods and conditions.
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• Exemption has been extended on imports of
goods required for exploration and production of
hydrocarbon activities undertaken under Petroleum
Exploration Licenses (PEL) or Mining Leases (ML)
issued or renewed before April 1, 1999.

PHARMACEUTICALS
• To promote domestic manufacturing, inverted
duty structure in Medical Device industry has
been corrected:

– Basic customs duty on certain specified medical
devices has been increased from 5% to 7.5% to
boost domestic manufacturing.

– Basic Customs Duty has been reduced to 2.5%
along with full exemption from Special Additional
Duty (SAD) on raw materials, parts and accessories
for manufacture of medical devices, falling under
headings 9,018 to 9,022 w.e.f. January 19, 2016.

– SAD of 4% has been re-imposed for specified
medical devices.
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PORTS & SHIPPING
• Incentives such as Income Tax exemption for
infrastructure development including ports, and
a 10-year tax holiday to enterprises engaged in
the business of developing, maintaining and
operating ports, inland waterways and inland
ports are available.
• Discount of 80% for two years w.e.f. September 20,
2016 on vessel related charges (VRC) and coastal
related charges (CRC) for coastal transportation of
vehicles through Ro-Ro Ships and other similar ships
such as Ro-Pax, PCC, PCTC, PTC, etc. in major ports.
• Infrastructure status for shipyards was granted in
May, 2016. This will enable Indian shipyards to
avail cheaper long-term financing for Indian
shipbuilding and ship repair industry.
• Freight charged by shipping companies for import
of goods into India has been excluded from the
Negative List and permitted availment of CENVAT
credit on inputs used for providing such service.
• Transport service for export of cargo provided by
Indian shipping lines has been zero rated w.e.f.
March 1, 2016 along with the availability of CENVAT
credit for inputs used in providing the service.
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• 70% abatement of service tax on coastal shipping
making the fares at par with road and rail.
• Central Excise Duty on capital goods, raw materials
and spares used for repair of oceangoing vessels
exempted. Further, shipyards have been permitted to
procure capital goods for ship repair of oceangoing
vessels at Nil rate of duty as against the existing 12.5%.
• Financial assistance upto 50% of the cost of the
project subject to a maximum of INR 25 Crore to
major/non-major ports for construction/
up-gradation of exclusive coastal berths for coastal
cargo, berths/jetties for passenger ferries and
construction of platforms/jetties for hovercrafts/
seaplanes in port waters.
• Customs and Central Excise Duties exempted on:
- Bunker fuels, namely IFO 180 CST and IFO 380
CST, used in Indian flag vessels carrying a mix
of EXIM, empty and domestic containers between
two or more ports in India.
- Inputs utilised for the purpose of manufacture
of ships.

POWER
• To address the refinancing options of stressed
assets, new guidelines for S4A, 5/25 and SDR
have been issued by RBI on November 10, 2016
to recast the debt restructuring schemes and
repayment schedules based on asset-liability
management risk. Key highlights of the ‘Scheme
for Stressed Assets’ revisions by RBI:
- Streamlining of the process for change of
ownership of stressed assets outside of Strategic
Debt Restructuring (SDR) process, which allows
creditors to convert debt into equity and take
over the management of defaulting companies.

- Under 5/25 scheme, RBI has increased the
coverage to all sectors. It has also allowed
smaller projects—where banks have at least INR
250 Crore exposure—to qualify for this scheme.
- Banks are now allowed to classify sustainable
half of the stressed debt as standard, even if the
case is a non-performing asset (NPA) before
invoking the S4A provision. Banks are allowed to
write back all the provisions made against the
case, if the sustainable part of the debt showed
satisfactory performance for a year.

- Under its latest loan resolution plan, the
scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed
Assets (S4A), RBI has allowed banks to classify at
least half the debt involved as a standard assets.
- Under S4A, the banks are allowed to split the
debt of a stressed company into sustainable and
unsustainable halves. While the firm will
continue to serve the sustainable half of the
debt, the unsustainable half can be converted
into long-term equity or equity-like instruments
which are held in their investment book.
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STEEL
• Reduction in Basic Custom Duty for the
following:
- Hot rolled coils for use in manufacture of
welded tubes and pipes from 12.5% to 10%.
- Magnesium Oxide (MgO) coated cold rolled
steel coils from 10% to 5%.
• Safe guard duty of 20% imposed on hot-rolled
flat products of non-alloy and other alloy steel,
in coils of width of 600 mm or more.
• The peak rate of Basic Customs Duty on both
flat and non-flat steel has been raised to 15%
from 10%.

• To support domestic industry, import duty hiked
on flat steel from 10% to 12.5%, long steel from
7.5% to 10% and semi-finished steel from 7.5%
to 10%.
• For reducing the stress in the steel sector, RBI
has extended Flexible Structuring of Long Term
Project Loans to infrastructure and core industries.
• Anti-Dumping Duty imposed for five years on
imports of certain variety of hot-rolled flat
products of stainless steel from China (USD 309
per tonne), Korea (USD 180 per tonne) and
Malaysia (USD 316 per tonne).

TEXTILES
• Merchandize Exports From India Scheme (MEIS)
launched in April 2015, provides duty rewards to
eligible textile and apparel categories to an extent
of 2-5% of Free on Board (FOB) value. This has
now been extended to all countries and covers the
entire textiles sector.
• Interest Equalisation Scheme is available on Pre
and Post Shipment Rupee Export Credit for five
years, starting from April 1, 2015. The rate of
interest equalisation would be 3% and would be
available to all exports of MSME and 416 tariff
lines. This scheme would not be available to
merchant exporters.
• Basic Customs Duty (BCD):
- BCD has been reduced to 2.5% for raw materials
used in the manufacture of technical textiles. The
goods included under this facility are Nylon 66
filament yarn, Polyester anti static filament yarn,
Aramid flame retardant fibre , Para-aramid fibre,
Nylon staple fibre, Nylon anti static staple fibre,
Modacrylic fibre and flame retardant Viscose
Rayon yarn.
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- BCD has been exempted on the import of certain
fabrics of value equivalent to 1% of FOB value of
exports in the preceding year for the manufacturing
of textiles meant for exports.
• Tex-Venture Capital Fund:
- The fund was set up in June 2014 with a corpus
of INR 35 Crore for a period of seven years. Five
companies have been identified for investment and
a sum of INR 13.43 Crore has been committed.
• Upward revision of duty drawback rates: All
Industry Rates (AIR) of Duty Drawback has been
revised for various products from November 23,
2015. The revised rate encourages the industry to
follow the CENVAT route as exporters opting CENVAT
facility would get enhanced drawback rate and
value. This will prepare the textile and apparel
industry for GST when it comes into force.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
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AUTOMOTIVE
• Leading global players like ISUZU Motors, FORD
Motors, Tata Motors and Suzuki Motors have
invested substantially in the manufacturing sector
resulting in the set up of new assembly lines,
manufacturing and greenfield units thus boosting
the manufacturing ecosystem in India. Some of
the key infrastructure development by global car
manufacturers are:
– Honda inaugurated its second assembly line at
its scooter manufacturing plant in Gujarat.
– ISUZU Motors inaugurated its greenfield
manufacturing unit with an investment of USD
445 Million in SriCity, Andhra Pradesh.
– Tata Motors and Fiat Ltd have set up joint assembly
line to manufacture SUV cars at Ranjangaon unit
(Pune) with an investment of USD 280 Million.

– Magneti Marelli, Fiat’s component manufacturing
arm, opened a new manufacturing facility for the
production of robotised gearboxes.
– Pune-based Force Motors inaugurated its INR
100 Crore greenfield plant for supplying engines
and axles to Mercedes-Benz India.

AVIATION
• Six greenfield airports approved at Dholera
(Gujarat), Vizianagaram (Andhra Pradesh), Nellore
(Andhra Pradesh), Kurnool (Andhra Pradesh),
Bhiwadi (Rajasthan), Kothagudem (Telangana).

• 16 Common User Domestic Cargo Terminals
operationalised (CUDCT) operationalized since May
2014 at Mangalore, Madurai, Vizag, Raipur, Chennai,
Indore, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, Aurgangabad, Lucknow
(outbound only), Bagdogra, Bhubaneshwar, Goa,
Coimbatore, Jaipur and Ranchi.

– Suzuki initiated a greenfield project in car and
power train manufacturing near Ahmedabad,
Gujarat.
– Mercedes-Benz inaugurated its second manufacturing
facility in Chakan.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
• First national Current Good Manufacturing Practices
(CGMP) compliant plant commissioned at Jammu for
manufacture of botanical drugs.

• Asia’s largest MedTech Zone (AMTZ) being set up by
Government of Andhra Pradesh, which will host around
200 independent manufacturing units.

• India’s first indigenous cellulosic ethanol production
plant inaugurated on April 22, 2016.
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CHEMICALS
• Assam Gas Cracker Project, the biggest and the
first-ever petrochemical project in the North East
region commissioned on January 2, 2016. It is
expected to produce about 2.8 Lakh MT (Metric
Tonne) polymers Per Annum and generate 1 Lakh
employment opportunities.
• 0.44 Million MT Per Annum Polypropylene Plant
commissioned at Mangalore in June 2015.
• Polypropylene Unit of Dahej project by ONGC
Petro additions Limited (OPaL), with a capacity
of 1.1 Million MT per annum of ethylene and
0.4 Million MT Per Annum of Propylene building
blocks commissioned in March 2017.
• ONGC Mangalore Petrochemicals Ltd.’s aromatics
complex, in the Mangalore SEZ, designed to
produce 914 Kilo Tonne Per Annum (KTPA) of
Paraxylene and 283 KTPA of Benzene commenced
operations on October 1, 2014.

- Progress in creation of infrastructure: Odisha
(18%), Assam (45%), Madhya Pradesh (70%)

ELECTRONICS & I.T.
42 new Mobile manufacturing units with over 27 Million units/month capacity have been set up since
September 2015. These units have generated 47,800 employment opportunities.

- Six plastic parks approved in December 2014 at
an estimated cost of INR 405 Crore.
• Petroleum, Chemical and Petrochemicals
Investment Regions (PCPIRs): Steering committees
constituted to fast track the implementation of
four PCPIRs in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Odisha
and Tamil Nadu.
- As on December, 2016 investments worth INR
1.75 Lakh Crore have been made and committed
and 2.73 Lakh persons have been employed in
direct and indirect activities related to PCPIRs.
• Anchor projects in Odisha (IOCL’s Paradeep
Refinery) and at Dahej (OPaL’s dual feed cracker)
have been commissioned in February 2016 and
March 2017 respectively.

• Four plastic parks approved in Madhya Pradesh,
Orissa, Assam and Tamil Nadu.
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FOOD PROCESSING
• The Goverment has created 12 Lakh Metric
Tonne of actual processing and preservation
capacity through schemes of Mega Food Parks
and Cold Chain projects. The value of processed
and preserved produce would be INR 3,000 Crore.
• 63 Cold Chain projects have been completed
since June 2014, as compared to 35 projects
completed during 2011 to May 2014. This Cold
Chain capacity expansion benefits 500 farmers
per project in fruits and vegetables and 5,000
farmers per project in dairy/meat/marine.
• Mega Food Parks: The Government’s Scheme for
Infrastructure Development provides state-of-the-art
infrastructure for Mega Food Parks. The scheme has
a provision of grants-in-aid @50% of the eligible
project cost in general areas and @75% in difficult
areas subject to a maximum of INR 50 Crore.
Government has sanctioned 42 Mega Food Parks
out of which eight have been operationalised. 6
Mega Food Parks were operationalised between
May 2014 to May 2016. Each Mega Food Parks is
expected to create direct and indirect employment
to about 5,000 to 6,000 persons and benefit
approximately 25,000 to 30,000 farmers.
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• Setting up/Modernisation of Abattoirs: 16 Abattoirs
were approved during June 2014 to May 2016.
Four Abattoirs projects have been completed
between June 2014 and May 2016.
• Quality Testing-Food Labs: The scheme for
Quality Assurance and Codex Standards ensures
safety and quality of food products with the
analysis of the samples received from food
processing industries and other stakeholders.
In the past three years, 41 new projects have
been approved, 35 projects have been completed,
27 labs have obtained National Accreditation
Board for Testing and Caliberation Laboratories
(NABL) accreditation and 20 laboratories have
been notified by Food Safety Standards Authority
of India (FSSAI).

FOOD PROCESSING SECTOR ANNEXURE-1

DETAILS OF MEGA FOOD PARKS IN THE SECTOR ARE PROVIDED IN THE TABLE BELOW:

DETAILS
MAJOR
INVESTMENTS IN THETOTAL
SECTOR
ARE PROVIDED
TABLE BELOW:
NAME OF
MEGA OF
FOOD
PARKFOREIGNDATE
COST
TYPE IN
OFTHE
UNITS
OPERATIONALISED OF THE PROJECT
FOREIGN COLLABORATOR
COUNTRY
INDIAN
COMPANY
FDI EQUITY INFLOW
(INR
CRORE)
(USD MILLION)
India Food Park, Tumkur (Karnataka)

24.09.2014

144.33

Key product categories include rice
and flour, tomato paste, breakfast
condiments, noodles, spices, bakery,
chips, frozen food etc.

International Mega Food Park,
Fazilka (Punjab)

13.12.2014

130.38

Key product categories include juice,
ketchup, milk powder etc.

North East Mega Food Park,
Nalbari (Assam)

28.05.2015

80.55

One unit of vegetables dehydration is
operating in the park.

Jharkhand Mega Food Park Pvt. Ltd.,
Ranchi (Jharkand)

15.02.2016

144.74

Units are coming up with key product
categories including green peas, puree
and paste, frozen snacks, cashew nut,
yoghurt, bakery etc.

Indus Mega Food Park Pvt. Ltd.,
Khargone (Madhya Pradesh)

12.02.2016

127.70

Units are yet to come up.

Jangipur Bengal Mega Food Park Ltd., 31.03.2016
Murshidabad (West Bengal)

132.70

Rice processing unit is operating in
the park.
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GEMS & JEWELLERY
• With a view to develop India into an international
diamond training hub, a Special Notified Zone
(SNZ) was opened at Bharat Diamond Bourse in
Mumbai on December 20, 2015. The creation of
SNZs has ensured the regular availability of direct
supply of rough diamonds in the country itself
with easy access to not only save time by diamond
manufacturers, who move to different centres to
procure rough diamonds, but has also minimised
middlemen commissions thus reducing overall costs.

- CFCs will provide access to common pool of state
of the art machinery/equipment at a reasonable
rate for individual small and medium diamond
manufacturers, which will improve the quality,
productivity and yield of the finished diamonds.
CFCs will also serve as a platform for technology
transfer and re-skilling of the existing artisans by
providing them training on diamond grading.

- Total 36 viewing sessions (259 days) have been
organised at the SNZ as on April 1, 2017, wherein
foreign rough diamond mining companies have
displayed 41,01,828 carats of rough diamonds
worth USD 688 Million.

- First such CFC at Visnagar has been inaugurated
on February 13, 2017 and is operational now.

- Since inception, more than 500 companies have
participated in the viewing sessions at the SNZ.
• Setting up of four Common Facility Centres (CFCs)
in Ahmedabad, Amreli, Visnagar and Palanpur has
been approved by the Government at a cost of INR
16.15 Crore.

• Manufacturers will get access to the facility:

LEATHER
Mega Leather Clusters approved at Nellore, Andhra Pradesh with a Central Government assistance of INR
125 Crore. It is aimed to generate jobs for 20,000 people.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

- A Jewellery Park is being developed at Mumbai to
boost exports and encourage local workers to use
world-class infrastructure.
• One of the world's largest solar power plants with
a capacity of 648 MW commissioned in Tamil Nadu
in September, 2016.

• 52% increase in wind power generation capacity
from 3.8 GW (April 2012-March 2014) to 5.7 GW
(April 2014-March 2016).

• 31,472 solar water pumps installed in 2015-2016
which is the highest ever since 1991.

• 34 solar parks of aggregate capacity of 20,000 MW
sanctioned for 21 states.

• A 140% increase in solar power capacity addition
(4132 MW) during 2014-16 as compared to 1720
MW during 2012-2014.

- INR 356.63 Crore has been released to Solar Energy
Corporation of India for the projects.

• Highest-ever wind power capacity addition of
3,300 MW in 2015-16.
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OIL & GAS
• IOCL refinery with a capacity of 15 Million
Metric Tonnes per annum (MMTPA) and
state-of-the-art refining technology at Paradip,
Odisha with an approximate cost of INR 34,555
Crore was commissioned in February 2016.
• The second unit of 726 MW gas based thermal
power project of ONGC Tripura Power Company
(OTPC) at Palatana, Tripura was inaugurated on
December 1, 2014.

• Crude oil strategic storage of 5.33 Million
Metric Tonne (MMT) capacity commissioned at
Visakhapatnam (1.33 MMT), Mangalore (1.5
MMT) and Padur (2.5 MMT).

PORTS & SHIPPING
• The Sagarmala Project:
The project envisages a port-led economy through
infrastructure development in ports and integration of
ports with Special Economic Zones (SEZ), Port based
Smart Cities, Industrial Parks, Warehouses, Logistics
Parks and Transport Corridors. A total of 173 projects
identified under the National Perspective Plan (NPP) for
the Sagarmala Programme, at an estimated investment
of INR 4 Lakh Crore, have been initiated during FY
2016-2017.
Projects identified are:
- Port Modernisation: 53
- Port Connectivity: 83
- Port Led Industrialisation: 29
- Coastal Community development: 8
• Six new mega ports namely Vadhavan (Maharashtra),
Enayam (Tamil Nadu), Cuddalore/Shikazhi (Tamil Nadu),
Machilipatnam/Vodarevu (Andhra Pradesh), Paradip
South Satellite Port (Odisha), Sagar (West Bengal)
have been identified to add 400 Million Tonne Per
Annum (MTPA) of cargo handling capacity. Cargo handling
capacity increased by 9% from 1.1 Billion tonnes
(April 2012-March 2014) to INR 1.18 Billion tonnes
(April 2014-March 2016).

• Andaman and Nicobar Islands have been identified for
setting up of a Marine Tourism and Maintenance, Repair
and Operation (MRO) cluster.
• 26 port-rail connectivity projects have been identified
as part of the NPP. These projects are expected to be
completed by 2019-2020. 22 port-rail connectivity
projects are currently being undertaken by Indian Port
Rail Corporation Limited to provide last-mile
connectivity to major ports. Out of this, work has
commenced for five projects. Some of the major port
rail projects include:
- Development of heavy haul rail line from Ib Valley/
Talcher to Paradip at a cost of nearly INR 3,000 Crore.
- Development of new rail track at Chennai port, Tamil
Nadu.
• Transloading facility at Kolkata Port Trust with an
investment of INR 252 Crore is underway.
• A Port based Special Economic Zone, with an
investment of INR 4,000 Crore is to come up at
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT) Port. The project
which started in August, 2014 and expected to be
completed in three years will create additional 0.15
Million direct and indirect jobs.

• Saurashtra (Gujarat) and Chennai (Tamil Nadu) have
been identified for setting up Maritime Clusters. Work
on the master plans for these two clusters has
commenced.
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POWER
• Electricity generation (including Renewable
Energy) in the country grew by 5.8% to 1,241.79
Million Units (MUs) during FY 2016-2017 (April to
March) as compared to 1,173.60 MUs during FY
2015-2016 (April to March).
• Private capacity generation has increased to
135.38 GW in FY 2016-2017, which constitutes
42.4% of the total power generated in the country.
• 60,752.62 MW generation capacity has been added
in the sector since April 2014 (as on March 2017).
• 2,10,219 MVA sub-station capacity added during
April 2014- March 2017.
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RAILWAYS

• 87% increase in transmission capacity to South
India from 3,450 MW in FY 2013-2014 to 6,450
MW during April-February 2017.

• 2,828 KM of Broad Gauge lines commissioned in
FY 2015-2016 which is the highest ever (as against
an average of 1,528 KM during 2009-2014).

• 52.28% increase (year wise) in addition of
transmission line from 16,748 Circuit Kilometer
(CKM) in year 2013-2014 to 76,515 CKM during
year 2014-2017.

• During 2014-2016, 1,552.5 Route KM/annum
electrified (as against 1,236 Route KM/annum
during 2009-2014).

• Diesel Electric Multiple Unit Factory commissioned
in Haldia in January 2015.

• Diesel Locomotive Factory (DLF) set up at Marhaura,
Bihar.

• Electric loco assembly and ancillary unit of
Chittranjan Locomotive works at Dankuni
commissioned.

• Five power projects are being built in the
country with foreign project developers in
Himachal Pradesh, Odisha, Andhra Pradesh and
Maharashtra.

• Rail wheel plant commissioned at Bela, Bihar.
• Forged wheel factory set up at Raebareli by
Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited.

• Electric Locomotive Factory set up at Madhepura,
Bihar.
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STEEL
• India’s largest blast furnace, Kalyani was
commissioned in November 2014 in SAIL’s Burnpur
Steel Plant.

• Rourkela steel plant, SAIL after modernisation at a
cost INR 12,811 Crore led to a capacity enhancement
from 2 MTPA to 4.5 MTPA.

• At Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL), a project
to generate power through green technology in
collaboration with NEDO, Japan was commissioned
in July 2014. This is the first of its kind in the
country.

• Expansion of RINL from 3 MTPA to 6.3 MTPA
capacity has been completed.

• Modernisation of IISCO Steel Plant (ISP), Burnpur,
SAIL, was completed in December, 2014 at a cost
of INR 16,408 Crore. It has resulted in three fold
increase in the hot metal production capacity
from 0.85 Million Tonner per annum (MTPA) to
2.9 MTPA.
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TEXTILES
• Scheme for Integrated Textile Park (SITP):

• Mega Textile Clusters:

- 19 new textile parks have been sanctioned over
the last two years with potential to facilitate
investment up to INR 3,300 Crore and employment
for 60,000 people when fully operational under
the scheme. 200 new production units have come
up in existing textile parks in the last two years
with fresh investment of INR 1,500 Crore and
additional employment generation of 11,000 persons.

- Aimed at setting up permanent marketing
infrastructure, three new Mega Textile Clusters in
Bareilly, Lucknow and Kutch have been sanctioned
and INR 18.30 Crore has been released. Under
Handicrafts Mega Cluster Mission (HMCM), 9100
artisans have been directly benefited. Two Urban
Haat have been launched in Mamallapuram
(Chennai) and Eluru (Andhra Pradesh).

• Integrated Processing Development Scheme (IPDS)
which provides assistance to textile processing
clusters for setting up Common Effluent Treatment
Plants (CETP) with environment compliant effluent
treatment technology, have sanctioned seven
projects in the last two years with an assistance
of INR 419 Crore covering 3,000 SME units.
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TOURISM & HOSPITALITY
• Swadesh Darshan scheme was launched by the
Ministry of Tourism on January 1, 2015 for the
development of theme based tourist circuits to cater
to both mass and niche tourism.
- 13 theme tourist circuits, viz North East India
Circuit, Buddhist Circuit, Himalayan Circuit, Coastal
Circuit, Krishna Circuit, Desert Circuit, Tribal Circuit,
Eco Circuit, Wildlife Circuit, Rural Circuit, Spiritual
Circuit, Ramayana Circuit and Heritage Circuit have
been identified for development under this scheme.
- Five Pan India Mega Circuits have also been
identified, namely, Ramayana-Krishna-Buddhist
Mega Circuit, Himalayan & Adventure Circuit, World
Heritage Circuit, Coastal and Wild Life Circuits, to
showcase India as the land of Buddha and
destination for spiritual and adventure tourism.

• The National Mission for Pilgrimage Rejuvenation
and Spiritual Augmentation Drive (PRASAD) scheme,
was launched by Ministry of Tourism on January 1,
2015 for the development and beautification of
pilgrimage sites to tap the growth of domestic tourists
driven by spiritual/ religious sentiments. The scheme
seeks to augment tourism infrastructure at places of
pilgrimage to provide better facilities to pilgrims/
tourists and enhance their experience.
- Under the PRASAD scheme, 18 projects worth INR
488.45 Crore have been sanctioned.
- 25 religious cities have been identified under
the scheme for development.

- Under Swadesh Darshan, 56 projects covering 29
States/UT worth INR 4,823.91 Crore have been
sanctioned since its launch on January 1, 2015. 13
thematic circuits have been identified under which
projects are sanctioned.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
INNOVATION AN D R&D
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AVIATION
The GPS-Aided Geo Augmented Navigation system (GAGAN), first SBAS (Satellite Based Augmentation
System) in the world certified for Approach with Vertical Guidance operating in the Equatorial Ionosphere
region was launched on July 13, 2015. The NCAP 2016 makes it mandatory for all aircraft registered in
India from January 1, 2019 to be GAGAN enabled.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
• The National Biotechnology Development
Strategy 2015-2020 was launched on December
30, 2015 to establish India as a world-class
biomanufacturing hub. It aims at establishing an
ecosystem for the development of new biotech
products by creating a strong infrastructure for
R&D and commercialisation.
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ELECTRONICS & I.T.
• India’s first Centre of Excellence on Internet of
Things was launched in Bengaluru, Karnataka
(July 2016). Five patents have been filed by
incubated start-ups.
• National Centre of Excellence in Technologies
for Internal Security (NCETIS), IIT Bombay (15 IIT
technology development projects initiated) and
National Centre of Excellence for Large Area Flexible
Electronics (NCFlexE), IIT Kanpur (Seven technology
development projects in progress) set up.

• An incubation centre was launched by MeitY in
August 2016 in association with Software Technology
Parks of India (STPI), Delhi University (DU), and
Indian Electronics and Semiconductor Association
(IESA). Electropreneur Park has received 282
applications for incubation.

• 30 Bioincubators and Biotech Parks supported/
established.
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MINING
• An MoU was signed between Indian Bureau of
Mines (IBM) and National Remote Sensing Centre
(NRSC), ISRO in January 2016 to undertake a pilot
project on “monitoring of mining activities using
satellite imagery.”

• In October 2016, the Government launched
Mining Surveillance System (MSS) to check illegal
mining through automatic remote-sensing
detection technology. The system is designed to
check 500 metres around the existing mining
lease boundary to search for any unusual activity
relating to illegal mining and any discrepancy is
flagged off as a trigger.

OIL & GAS
• INDMAX (lndane Maximisetion) technology has
been developed to maximize light distillates from
refinery residue by IOCL R&D.
• ONGC and Pan-IIT entered into a Memorandum
of Collaboration on January 19, 2015 to work
towards a collective R&D Programme. 16 research
projects have been approved for implementation
at an approx. cost of INR 34 Crore. An R&D
collaborative project worth INR 68 Crore was
signed on October 15, 2015 between ONGC and a
company promoted by professors of IISc Bangalore.

• Every PSU under the Ministry of Petroleum and
Natural Gas (MoPNG) has constituted a specialized
Indigenisation Development Group (INDEG) to
promote indigenisation and are actively involved
in organising regular vendor meets to promote
the idea of ‘Make in India,’ and identification of
equipment and products that can be indigenously
manufactured such as LNG ships.

MSME
An incubation Cell ‘Knowledge for Innovation in Trade & Technology for Entrepreneurial Start-ups’ (KITTES)
was set up at IIFT Delhi on July 18, 2016 to provide handholding support for MSME start-ups in
international business.
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RAILWAYS
• Technology Mission on Indian Railways (TMIR)’
for development/research/innovation in Railway
Technologies in association with Department of
Science & Technology, MoHRD and representatives
of industry has been set up.

• Four Centres of Railways Research have been set
up in premier educational institutions.

TEXTILES
• Six Focus Incubation Centres (FIC) set up at a cost
of INR 17.4 Crore to help budding entrepreneurs
develop innovative technical textile products.

• A Focused Incubation Centre has also been set
up in Guwahati to promote digital printing for jute
products.

• MoUs with Countries: Ministry of Railways have
signed MoUs/Protocols during the last two years
for technical cooperation in the rail sector with
(i) Sweden, (ii) France, (iii) Japan, (iv) Russia (v)
United Kingdom (vi) Slovak Republic, (vii)
Kazakhstan (viii) Canada, (ix) South Korea, (x)
China, (xi) Czech Republic and (xii) Germany. The
MoUs enable technical visits, exchange of
technical experts, reports and documents, training
programme and feasibility studies/pilot projects.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
POLICY INITIAT IVES
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AUTOMOTIVE

AVIATION

• To incentivize, develop, manufacture and promote
the hybrid/electric vehicles market, Faster Adoption
and Manufacturing of Hybrid and Electric Vehicles
(FAME) scheme was launched on April 1, 2015 to
target a market penetration of 6-7 Million vehicles
per year by 2020.

• The scheme aims to achieve a cumulative fuel
saving of about 95,000 Million litres equivalent
resulting in reduction of pollution and greenhouse
gas emission of 2 Million tonnes and achieve 60-70
lakh sales of hybrid and electric vehicles.

• The scheme envisages creation of an ecosystem of
innovation by promoting domestic technology
development and manufacturing of full range of
cleaner electric vehicle technologies that include
Mild Hybrid, Full Hybrid Vehicles (HEVs), Plug in
Hybrids (PHEVs) and Pure Electric Vehicles (PEVs)
(collectively termed as XEVs).

• Phase 1 of the scheme is being implemented at a
budgetary outlay of INR 795 Crore till September 2017.

- To boost regional connectivity and make flying
affordable; airfare for routes under Regional Connectivity
Scheme (RCS) capped at INR 2,500 per passenger for a
one-hour flight through:

• Under this scheme more than 1.2 Lakh hybrid and
electric vehicles have been supported and INR 197
Crore have been spent in the last two years.

(i) Revival of airports/air strips as ‘No-Frills Airports’ at an
indicative cost of INR 50 Crore to INR 100 Crore.

• National Civil Aviation Policy, 2016 was announced by the
Ministry of Civil Aviation on June 15, 2016 with an aim to
boost regional air connectivity, establish an integrated
ecosystem to promote tourism and generate employment.
Some of the salient features are:

(ii) Viability Gap Funding (VGF) to airline operators at
80:20 split between Centre and State, 90:10 for North East.
(iii) 2% cess levied on all airline tickets to fund RCS.
(iv) Airport charges abolished and service tax reduced on
tickets for a year at 10% of the taxable value and 2%
excise duty on ATF.
- 0/20 replaces 5/20 rule for starting foreign operations,
which means airlines can commence international
operations provided that they deploy 20 aircraft or 20% of
total capacity (in term of average number of seats on all
departures put together), whichever is higher for domestic
operations.
- MRO sector gets a boost as provision for adequate land
for MRO service providers to be provided in all future
airport/heliport projects where potential for such MRO
services exists.
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- Airport Authority of India (AAI)/ State Governments
allowed to develop ‘No Frills’ airports through PPP model.
- Future tariffs at all airports will be calculated on a
‘hybrid till‘ basis, where the charges are calculated
by taking all the aeronautical and 30% of the
non-aeronautical revenue into account, unless specified
otherwise in concession agreements.
• UDAN Scheme/Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS),
launched in October 2016, the scheme is targeted at
improving connectivity and developing the regional
aviation market. It also aims to make air travel more
affordable to the common man. The scheme is expected to
boost tourism and employment generation in the country.
Airline operators, who have to offer travel at subsidised
rates, would be supported through concessions by both
Central and State governments.
- Central Government will offer concessions such as
reduced Excise Duty, service tax, permission to trade
ASKMs for Non-RCS (UDAN) seats and flexibility of code
sharing at the RCS (UDAN) airports.
- State Governments are being encouraged to lower the
VAT on ATF to 1% or less, besides providing security and
fire services free of cost, electricity, water and other
utilities at substantially concessional rates.
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BIOTECHNOLOGY
• The Regional Centre for Biotechnology Act, 2016
seeks to establish a Regional Centre for Biotechnology,
an institution for education training & research to
facilitate transfer of technology and knowledge.
• Guidelines on Similar Biologics - Regulatory
Requirements for Marketing Authorization in India,
2016 addresses the regulatory pathway regarding
manufacturing process, safety, efficacy and
quality aspects.
• Medical Devices Rules 2017: The Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare has issued new rules
for the Medical Devices industry and has separated
the Medical Devices from the drugs. The new
rules seek to remove regulatory bottlenecks to
make in India, facilitate Ease of Doing Business
while ensuring availability of better medical
devices for patient care and safety.
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• National Health Policy 2017 aims to promote
quality of care, focus on emerging diseases and
invest in preventive healthcare. It addresses health
security and make in India for drugs and devices.

DEFENCE
The Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP), 2016
has introduced ‘most preferred acquisition category’
Buy Indian- IDDM (Indigenously Designed, Developed
and Manufactured) to encourage domestic
manufacturing. Some of the key features are:
• Indian companies allowed for tie-ups with a
foreign Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
for Transfer of Technology (ToT) under ‘Buy &
Make (Indian)’ category.
• Foreign OEM can select Indian Production
agency of its choice for transfer of technology.
The MAKE procedure, which is directed at
promoting research & development in the
industry with support from the Government, has
been revamped:
- Make-I (Government Funded): Governmnet
funding on development cost enhanced from 80%
to 90%. The remaining 10% of the development cost
will be borne by the selected development agencies.

- Make-II (Industry Funded): No funding assistance
by MoD, however, there is an assurance of ‘Orders’
after successful prototype development.
• The process of Offset implementation has been
streamlined and the requirement of prescribing
Indian Offset Partners and components for offset
discharge for the entire period of contract, at the
time of signing of contract, has been done away
it, giving flexibility to OEMs. One of the major
demands of the industry has been to re-instate
the provision of services for discharge of Offsets,
which has been provided for.
- 100% Offset claims filed during past two years
(USD 0.99 Billion), as against 64% during the
period between 2008-2013 (USD 0.79 Billion
against USD 1.24 Billion).
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ELECTRONICS & I.T.
• The Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme
(M-SIPs), aimed to boost manufacturing and attract
investments in the Electronic sector has been
extended till 2020 and 15 new product categories
like smart cards, liquid crystal modules, consumer
appliances, Internet of Things products, multifunctional electronic devices and optical fibre
etc. have been added.
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• Over 141 investment proposals for electronics
manufacturing have been received in the last two
years, totaling an investment of INR 1.43 Lakh Crore.
• 195 proposals worth INR 20,185 Crore approved
(2014-2016).

GEMS & JEWELLERY
• The Gold Monetization Scheme (GMS), launched
in November 2015, allows individuals, trusts and
mutual funds to deposit gold with banks in return
for interest. This is helping reduce dependence
on gold imports and alleviate pressure on trade
balance.

• The Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme, gold bonds
denominated in grams of gold are issued to
individuals by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in
consultation with Ministry of Finance.

- The designated banks accept gold deposits
under the Short Term (1-3 years) Bank Deposit as
well as Medium (5-7 years) and Long (12-15
years) Term Government Deposit Schemes.
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MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
• Print Media Advertisement Policy, 2016 issued on
7th June 2016, replaces the previous Print Media
Advertisement Policy, 2007. It aims to promote
transparency and accountability in issuing of
advertisements to print media.
• Policy Guidelines for Private FM radio stations
released on August 11, 2016, provides for empanelment
of private FM radio stations on the basis of minimum
broadcast period and fixation of city category
specific rates on the basis of population and
listenership data provided by Indian Readership
Survey, 2012.
• Internet Advertisement policy, 2016 issued
guidelines for Central Government advertisements
on online platform (such as Google, Yahoo etc.).
The Policy sets out criteria for empanelment of
suitable agencies and rate fixation for
advertisements on websites.

• National Film Heritage Mission (NFHM) aims to
restore, digitise and archive films and film material
through National Film Archive of India. The project
is being carried out in mission mode and is spread
over a period of seven years from FY 2014-2015
through FY 2020-2021. The total outlay for the
projects is INR 597.41 Crore.
- The project, although envisaged in 2012,
received its first tranche of funds of INR 20 Crore
in March 2016. The project would involve
collection of film prints for assessment of their
residual life; preventive conservation of 1,32,000
film reels; picture and sound restoration of 1,145
films and 1,108 short films; digitisation of 1,200
feature films and 1,660 short films and construction
of archival and preservation facilities with controlled
conditions at the National Film Archive of India’s
campus at Pune.

MINING
• The Mines and Minerals (Development and
Regulation) MMDR Amendment Act, 2015, effective
from January 12, 2015, the act has replaced the
‘first-cum first-serve’ mechanism of mineral blocks
allotment with a transparent and competitive auction
process in place. Salient features of the Act are:
- Mining Lease (ML) to be awarded only through
auction. The old Prospecting Licence (PL) holders
would be given ML directly.
- Reconnaissance Permits (RP): The amended MMDR
Act has removed the earlier provision of RP and
provides for Non-Exclusive Reconnaissance Permit
(NERP).
- Prospecting Licence (PL): New NERP holder to
submit the exploration data and bid for composite
license (PL-cum-ML). The old Reconnaissance
Permits (RP) holders will be given PL directly.
- Uniform lease period of 50 years; no renewals;
auction at the end of lease period.
- Ambit of atomic minerals have been widened to
include minerals which are found necessarily
associated with the existing atomic minerals i.e.
beach sand minerals.
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- In order to implement the amended MMDR Act,
relevant rules such as Mineral (Evidence of Mineral
Contents) Rules, 2015, Mineral (Auction) Rules, 2015,
Mineral (Non-exclusive Reconnaissance Permits)
Rules, 2015, Mineral (Mining by Government
Company) Rules, 2015 and Atomic Minerals
Concession Rules, 2016 have been framed and
notified by the Government.
• National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET) Rules,
2015: The amended MMDR Act established NMET to
promote exploration in the country, where lease
holders have been mandated to contribute a sum
equivalent to 2% of the royalty to NMET.
• MMDR Amendment Act, 2016 has allowed transfer
of mining lease, which has been granted other than
through auction and where minerals from such
mining leases are being used for captive purpose.
This move is expected to revive the mining economy,
lead to mergers and acquisitions and help in
liquidation of stressed assets.
• National Mineral Exploration Policy (NMEP, 2016)
encourages private sector participation through its
revenue sharing model.
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OIL & GAS
• Hydrocarbon and Exploration Licensing Policy (HELP),
2016 unveils a series of reforms to revitalise the
upstream sector.

• Policy framework for Relaxations, Extensions and
Clarifications at the Development and Production stage
under Production Sharing Contract (PSC) regime.

• Some of the salient features are:

- Aimed at early monetisation of hydrocarbon
discoveries and approved by the Government on
November 20, 2014, this policy addresses the rigidities
in the timelines of the PSC allowing contractors to start
production at the earliest.

- Uniform licensing system for all hydrocarbons.
- Revenue Sharing Model for contracts.
• Under Open Acreage Licensing Policy (OALP), oil and
gas acreages will be available round the year instead
of cyclic bidding rounds as in New Exploration Licensing
Policy (NELP).

PHARMACEUTICALS
• Cluster Development Programme for Pharma
sector (CDP-PS), launched on June 17, 2015, is
being implemented on a Public Private Partnership
format through a one time grant-in-aid, which
will be released in phases for creation of Common
Facility Centers (CFC). For Cluster Development
Programme, SPV M/s Chennai Pharma Industrial
& Infrastructure Upgradation Complex, Alathur,
Tamil Nadu has been selected.

• Under the ‘Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme
(CLCSS)’ by Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises, subsidy is provided to for technology
up-gradation to micro and small pharmaceutical
companies. 165 MSME units have been benefited
from CLCSS.

• Policy on Testing Requirements for discoveries in
NELP blocks, 2015, provides option to the contractors
with regard to discoveries which are stuck on
account of testing requirement and will help in the
monetisation of 10 discoveries in five NELP blocks
by resolving long pending disputes associated with
testing requirements. The reserves associated with
these discoveries are expected to get monetised to the
tune of 3 Trillion cubic feet (TCF) with an associated
value of around INR 90,000 Crore.
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PORTS & SHIPPING
• National Waterways (NWs) Act, 2016 to promote
inland waterways for trade declares 106 new
waterways as NWs, in addition to the five existing
NWs notified earlier.

• Ship building and Ship Repair Policy approved in
December 2015 provides a boost to the shipbuilding
and ship repair industry. Some of the salient
features are:

• New Berthing Policy w.e.f. August 20, 2016 aims
to improve efficiency and productivity norms
across ports. It includes allocation of at least one
berth and concessional port charges, irrespective
of whether the vessel is berthed on priority or on
normal basis. Priority berthing would be in
addition to the dedicated berth for handling of
coastal thermal coal already existing in major
ports, if any.

- Financial assistance equal to 20% of contract
price or the fair price, whichever is lower, will be
granted to shipyards for a period of at least ten
years commencing from FY 2015-2016. This rate
will be reduced by 3% every three years and will
be given for all types of ships.

• Policy for award of Waterfront and Associated
Land to Port Dependent Industries in major ports
was issued in July, 2016 to ensure uniformity and
transparency in the procedure for awarding
captive facilities in the ports.
• New Stevedoring Policy has been implemented
since July, 2016 to improve productivity, efficiency
and safety in the ports.
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- All Government departments/agencies, will
undertake bulk tendering to procure vessels, with
deliveries starting from 2017-2018. Right of First
Refusal granted to Indian shipyards for such orders
till 2025.

POWER
• Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS):
Approved on November 20, 2014 with a total
outlay of INR 32,612 Crore is aimed at ensuring
24X7 power for all. Projects worth INR 26,133.33
Crore has been sanctioned to bring the benefits
of IPDS to 3,598 towns.
• National LED programme was launched on
January 5, 2015.
- Under Domestic Efficient Lighting Programme
(DELP), 23.42 Crore LEDs have been distributed in
households (30.4 Billion KWH energy saved per
year).

• Power For All: Government has launched
the Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana
(DDUGJY) in December 2014 with a goal to provide
continuous supply of electricity to rural India.
- Out of 5,97,464 villages, 5,93,488 villages (99.3%)
have been electrified.
- Out of total 4.32 Crore connections sanctioned,
free electricity connections to 2.54 Crore BPL
households have been provided as on March 31,
2017.

- Under Street Light National Programme (SLNP),
22.16 Lakh street lights replaced (0.85 Million
KWH energy saved per day).

- Preferential procurement: From 2025 onwards
only Indian-built vessels will be procured by
Government departments/agencies for Government/
own purpose. Similar relaxation/ benefit will be
applicable for repair of vessels.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
• National Solar Mission: To promote solar roof tops,
INR 5,000 Crore has been approved for implementation
of Grid Connected Rooftops systems over a period of
five years up to 2019-2020.
- A capital subsidy of 30% of the project cost for general
States/UTs and 70% for special category states (North
East including Sikkim, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu and Kashmir, Lakshadweep, Andaman & Nicobar)
excluding industrial and commercial establishments.
- Inclusion of rooftop solar as part of housing loan by
banks/NHB.
• Renewable Generation Obligation (RGO) - New coal/
lignite based thermal plants after specified date to also
establish/procure/purchase renewable capacity
(January 2016).
• Provision of rooftop solar and 10% Renewable Energy
is now mandatory under Mission Statement and Guidelines
for development of Smart Cities (October 31, 2016).
• Scheme for Solar Parks and Ultra Mega Solar Power
Projects was launched on December 12, 2014. 25 Solar
Parks with capacity of 500 MW and above (smaller
parks of lesser capacity for Himalayan and other hilly
regions) and Ultra Mega Solar Power Projects targeting
over 20,000 MW of solar power installed capacity will be
set up within a span of five years starting from 2014-15.
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• Scheme for Development of Solar PV Power Plants on
Canal Banks/Canal Tops: A target of 100 MW Grid
Connected Solar PV Power Plants on Canal Banks and
Canal Tops (50 MW on Canal Tops and 50 MW on Canal
Banks) has been set.
• Some of the incentives under the scheme are:
- INR 3 Crore/MW or 30% of the project cost,
whichever is lower, for Canal Top SPV projects and INR
1.5 Crore/ MW or 30% of the project cost, whichever is
lower, for Canal Bank SPV projects.
- Assistance of INR 225 Crore for 100 MW (50 MW on
Canal Tops and 50 MW on Canal Banks) to be disbursed
over a period of maximum two years post sanctioning
of the plants. 16 MW of canal top/ canal bank solar
projects have been commissioned as on December 16,
2016 under the scheme.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
• Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY): A
new version of PMKVY was launched on January 13,
2016 with a target to skill 10 Million people over
four years at an outlay of INR 12,000 Crore.
- A total of 19.8 Lakh candidates have been enrolled,
out of which 17.93 Lakh have been trained and 11.9
Lakh have been certified.
- 7.22 Lakh candidates alone have been trained in
manufacturing job roles.

• The Apprenticeship Act was modified in December
2014 to incentivise employers to take on more
apprentices. Employers can now engage up to 10% of
its total workforce as apprentices. The number of
apprentices in the country has increased from 2.70
Lakh to 3.10 Lakh in FY 2015-2016, which is 15%
higher as compared to FY 2014-2015.
• National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme (NAPS)
was also notified on August 19, 2016 to equip 50,000
apprentices during 2016-2022.

• Revitalising the landscape of Industrial Training
Institutes (ITI’s) across the nation: The scheme
envisages up-gradation of an existing Government
ITI in a State-to-Model ITI through Institute
Management Committees (IMCs) with representatives
from the Industry. The scheme was approved in
December 2014 for a total cost of INR 300 Crore.
Implementation period is for three years with a
funding pattern 70:30 between Centre and states. For
North Eastern states, the funding pattern is 90:10
between Centre and States. Number of ITIs in the
country has increased from 10,750 in May 2014 to
over 13,105 in May 2016.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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• Spectrum sharing was allowed on April 21, 2016
between two telecom service providers. Spectrum
Sharing has been utilised 21 times between telecom
service providers as on December 14, 2016.

• Spectrum Harmonisation: Harmonisation of
spectrum in 800 MHz and 1800 MHz bands was
carried out from April to September, 2016 resulting
in recovery of 197 MHz of additional spectrum for
auction.

• Spectrum Trading: Trading or selling of spectrum
by one telecom service operator to another was
initiated on May 17, 2016. Spectrum trading has
been utilised 17 times by a number of telecom
service providers as on December 14, 2016.

• Spectrum Auction: The spectrum auction conducted
in October, 2016 sold 965 MHz of spectrum. The
auction fetched a total bid of INR 66,000 Crore, and
highest ever upfront payment of INR 33,000 Crore
since 2012.

TEXTILES
• Special Textiles Package: The Government has
approved an INR 6,000 Crore ‘special package’
for the textiles sector with the aim of creating
one crore jobs in the next three years, attract
investments worth USD 11 Billion and generate
USD 30 Billion in exports.

- Under ATUFS, 1547 UIDs have been issued
with a project cost of INR 3,780.22 Crore
involving a subsidy amount of INR 309.62 Crore.

• Amended Technology Upgradation Fund
Scheme (ATUFS) provides a one-time capital
subsidy for ‘eligible machinery’ for a period of
seven years (starting January 13, 2016). The
scheme has a budget provision of INR 17,822
Crore for seven years. INR 3,277 Crore have
been released in the form of subsidy over the
last two years. An additional incentive of 10%
subsidy is provided to garmenting units which
avail the Capital Investment Subsidy (CIS) under
ATUFS, thereby increasing the upper limit on
the cap on capital investment subsidy from INR
30 Crore to INR 50 Crore.
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TOURISM & HOSPITALITY
• e-Visas: The facility was introduced for the first
time in September, 2014 for nationals of 46
countries. The scheme has been extended to 161
countries and allows visits for business and
medical treatment. Bank charges have been
reduced from USD 2 to 2.5% of the e-TV fee,
which at the highest slab works out to USD 1.5 as
compared to USD 2 earlier. There is no bank
charge for zero visa fees.
- The process of obtaining the e-Visa has been
simplified significantly by addressing issues like
more than one entry and longer lead period for
applying for e-Visa.
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• Service Exports from India Scheme (SEIS): In
Foreign Trade Policy 2015-2020, served from India
Scheme (SFIS), has been replaced with Service
Exports from India Scheme (SEIS). Some of the
key highlights are:
- SEIS applies to ‘Service Providers’ located in
India instead of ‘Indian Service Providers.’
- SEIS provides for rewards to all service
providers of notified services, who are providing
services from India, regardless of the constitution
or profile of the service provider.
- The rate of reward under SEIS would be based
on net foreign exchange earned.

- The window for application under e-Visa stands
increased from the existing 30 days to 120 days.

- The present rates of reward for tourism and
travel-related services are 3% and 5%.

- Duration of stay in India under e-Visa has been
increased from the existing 30 days to 60 days. In
the case of e-Medical Visa, extension may be
granted up to six months on case-to-case basis on
merits of each case by the Foreigners Regional
Registration Officer (FRRO)/Foreigners Registration
Officer (FRO) concerned.

- The reward issued as duty credit scrip is freely
transferable and usable for all types of goods and
service tax debits on procurement of services/goods.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
SKILL DEVELOP MENT
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AUTOMOTIVE
Automotive Skill Development Council (ASDC) trained a total of 1,21,662 people in FY 2014-2015 and 1,66,580
in FY 2015-2016.

AVIATION
• Aerospace and Aviation Sector Skill Council
(AASSC) identified 38 job roles for development
and formulation of National Occupational
Standards (NOS) and Qualification Packs.
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• Basic Cargo Awareness Program (BCAP) for
entry level staff of Air Cargo industry being held
all over India. Till date, more than 1,000
participants have been trained.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
• Indo-Australian Career Boosting Gold Fellowships
announced under which it will support researchers
to undertake a collaborative research project at a
leading science institute or university in Australia
for a period of up to 24 months.
• Department of Biotechnology & Ministry of
Science and Technology, India and Russian Ministry
of Education and Science (RMES), Russia, have
invited joint research proposals in the area of
biotechnology. The objective is to broaden and
deepen cooperation in science and technology and
in the field of biotechnology; to encourage
industrial R&D and related investment flows,
bilaterally and/or regionally in the field of
biotechnology and to promote transparency
through exchange of information and cooperation
among relevant institutions. The total grant
earmarked is INR 7.8 Crore with a maximum of up
to INR 2.6 Crore per project spread over three years.

• 1,000 personnel trained under UG, PG training
courses and 1,600 candidates trained in biotech
industries under Biotechnology Industrial Training
Programme (BITP).
• IP, Entrepreneurship Development (ED) & Grant
Writing Workshops – More than 30 workshops have
been organised by BIRAC benefiting 2,000
stakeholders.
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CHEMICALS
• Central Institute of Plastic Engineering &
Technology (CIPET) are plastic engineering institutes
with state-of-the-art infrastructure facilities aimed
at enhancing technology support to industries,
strengthening skill development activities and
promoting R&D for indigenous technologies.

• During 2015-16, five new CIPET centres were set up.

- From June 2014 to March 2017, 1.61 Lakh
persons have been trained by CIPET under various
skilling activities.

- Raipur (Chhattisgarh): 1785

- In April 2016, the Government approved the
setting up of 11 new CIPETs including an Advanced
Polymer Design & Development Research Laboratory
of CIPET in Jammu & Kashmir, Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Tripura, Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and
Maharashtra.

DEFENCE
18 Industrial Training Institues (ITIs) selected to upgrade training infrastructure.

• The manpower trained during FY 2016-2017 in
CIPETs is as below:
- Dharmapur (Gujarat): 1424
- Baddi (Himachal Pradesh): 830
- Vijaywada (Andhra Pradesh): 1130
- Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh): 465

ELECTRONICS & I.T.
• 2.13 Lakh people have been trained under Skill
Development scheme of Ministry in Electronics
System Design and Manufacturing (ESDM)
• Under Digital Saksharta Abhiyan, 52.5 Lakh
candidates certified so far.
• Visvesvaraya PhD Scheme for Electronics & I.T.:
Launched by MeitY in March 2014, the scheme was
revised in November 2015 and the budget outlay
increased to INR 466 Crore for a period of nine years
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with an objective to enhance the number of PhDs in
ESDM and IT/IT Enabled Services (IT/ITES) sectors
in the country. Supporting up to 3,000 PhDs. 1,436
fellowships approved till date; 160 students
shortlisted and 1,104 students enrolled.
• India BPO Promotion Scheme (IBPS): 48,300 seats
approved under India BPO scheme and over 5,000
seats approved for BPOs in North East.
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FOOD PROCESSING

LEATHER
•

Food Industry Capacity and Skill Initiative (FICSI) has trained by 27,692 persons out of the traget of 30,810.
In case of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL), FICSI has trained 496 persons through its Training Partners.

GEMS & JEWELLERY
• Under the Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana
(PMKVY), which was launched in July 2015,
70,445 people have enrolled for training out of
which 54,142 have been certified.

• Under Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL),
a sub-component of PMKVY, 21,343 artisans have
been certified across the country.

• 4.28 Lakh people have been trained and 81% of
the people trained have been placed during the
last three years.

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
• During FY 2015-16, under the Pradhan Mantri
Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY), a total of 13,272
candidates have been trained for various job
roles in the industry.
• As part of the Government’s initiatives to
nurture talent amongst youngsters in North East,
the Ministry has also approved setting up of a
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• To enhance the institutional infrastructure, two
new branches of Footwear Design and Development
Institute (FDDI), with assistance of INR 100 Crore have
been built in Banur, Punjab and Ankleshwar, Gujarat.

Film and Television Institute in Arunachal Pradesh
similar to the Film and Television Institute (FTII) in
Pune and the Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute
(SRFTI) in Kolkata. The Detailed Project Report
for the proposed institute has been approved.
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MSME
• The Ministry has set a target of training 1.5 Crore
youth by 2022. Towards this goal, Ministry with
Samsung Electronics has set up 10 MSME Samsung
Technology Schools for skilling youth in repair and
maintenance of Samsung products.
• Training centres have been set up by National
Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) in collaboration
with Escorts, Carl Zeiss, Schneider and ABB for
providing technology up-gradation training.

• 4,68,531 people have been trained by Tool Rooms
& Technology Centres in industry oriented skills.
• An online Employment Exchange portal for
industries benefitting both employers and job
seekers was launched in June 2015.

OIL & GAS
• Hydrocarbon Sector Skill Council (HSSC) has
been set up under Societies Registration Act, 1860
on April 26, 2016 which has a projected training
plan for certification based skill development
programmes.

- Three SDIs have already been set up by PSUs at
Nagaram, Bhubaneswar and Vishakhapatnam.

• Under the Skill Development Initiative of the
Government of India, Oil & Gas PSUs under MoPNG
are setting up six Skill Development Institutes
(SDIs) in the country.

- 96 students have already joined in two
undergraduate programmes, viz., Petroleum
Engineering and Chemical Engineering.

• Indian Institute of Petroleum and Energy (IIPE)
was set up in Visakhapatnam in October, 2016.

• During 2014-17 (as on March 31, 2017), an amount
of INR 170.54 crore was utilised under Assistance
to Training Institutions (ATI) Scheme for organizing
7,183 Entrepreneurship Development Program.
88,540 people have been trained since April 2014
to January 2017.
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PHARMACEUTICALS
• Transformation of National Institutes of
Pharmaceutical Education & Research (NIPERS) as
innovation hubs.
- 11 NIPERs were approved till 2015.

- Three new NIPERs at Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra
and Rajasthan were announced in Budget 2016-2017.

PORTS & SHIPPING
Jawahar Lal Nehru Port Trust (JNPT)-APEC Port Training Centre was established in February 2015. It serves
as a world-class training centre offering training opportunities to officers from ports in India and
neighbouring countries. The first training course on Port Management was attended by 31 students from
major and non-major Indian ports.

- In FY 2015-2016, INR 95.63 Crore was disbursed
for NIPERs. AICTE issued an Advisory on honouring
NIPER Degrees by all AICTE institutions.
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POWER
• The Ministry signed an MoU with Ministry of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship on September
15, 2015 for a long-term integrated skill
development. NTPC, POWERGRID and REC have
signed four MoUs with National Skill Development
corporation (NSDC) for Skill Development initiatives.

- Under various initiatives, 15,683 people have been
trained during two years and 7,206 people have
been placed.

RAILWAYS
The Ministry of Railways, under Skill India initiative has been setting up training centres. Out of 53 locations
identified for setting up training centers, 12 have started training through training partners.

• A Skill Plan for the Power Sector has also been
developed by the Ministry on the basis of a Skill Gap
study conducted by the Power Sector Skill Council.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
• To meet the rising demand and manage the gaps
in capacity of trained manpower, the Government
in May 2015 set a target of achieving 50,000
‘SuryaMitras’ of skilled manpower in solar energy
sector by 2019-2020.
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• 6,653 SuryaMitras have been trained under the
program as on February 28, 2017 with over 150
institutes across the country implementing the
SuryaMitra program and creating job opportunities
for unemployed youth.
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SKILL DEVELOPMENT
• National Skill Development Corporation
(NSDC) was established to catalyse private
sector involvement in Skill Development sector.
It has been entrusted with responsibilty of
setting up Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Kendra (PMKK)
to run industry driver courses of high quality
with the focus on employability. Some of the
achievements are:
- 2,33,000 youth were awarded certificates from
ITIs, and 18,000 plus graduating students received
job offer letters on the occasion of World Youth
Skills Day.
- National Skills Qualifications Framework
(NSQF) - competency-based framework has been
developed to organise all qualifications according
to a series of levels of knowledge, skills and
aptitude. 1,661 qualifications from both the
NSDC and ITI ecosystems have been aligned to
NSQF during the last two years.
- The number of apprentices in the country has
increased from 2.70 Lakh to 3.10 Lakh in FY
2015-2016, which is 15% higher as compared to
FY 2014-2015.
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- NSDC partners have skilled 24.93 Lakh people
and placed about 12 Lakh people through its
ecosystem in FY 2014-2015.
- Under UDAAN, a special industry initiative to
enhance the employability in the state of
Jammu and Kashmir, the number of candidates
trained has leapfrogged to 10,810 in May 2016
from 3,062 in May 2014.

STEEL
• Ministry of Steel is setting up a Steel Research &
Technology Mission of India (SRTMI), to facilitate
joint collaborative research projects in the Iron &
Steel sector in India. Initial corpus for setting up of
SRTMI is INR 200 Crore of which 50% is being
provided by Ministry of Steel and the balance by the
participating steel companies. A Memorandum of
Agreement (MoA) has been signed on April 6, 2015.

• Number of candidates enrolled and trained,
under PMKVY Scheme as on 15th July, 2016 from
Iron and Steel Sector Skill Council is 28,325.

- Under the Craftsmen Training Scheme, more
than 10 lakh trainees got skilled during FY
2015-2016.
- NSDC training partners trained a total of
1,55,236 women candidates across India, of
which 54,456 have been placed as on October
31, 2016.
• Special focus on skilling and empowering
women:
- Five new Regional Vocational Training Institutes
have been set up.
- NSDC training partners have trained 1.55 Lakh
women as on October 31, 2016.
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TEXTILES
Under the Integrated Skill Development Scheme (ISDS), the Ministry has trained more than 9.5 Lakh youth
in textile trades over the last two years, particularly in the garmenting segment.

TOURISM
• 1.85 Lakh persons were imparted training
under Hunar se Rozgar Tak & Skill Testing and
Certification schemes of the Ministry during
April 2014 to December 2016.
• Setting up of New Tourism Colleges:
(a) Institutes of Hotel Management
- During the FY 2015-2016, in-principle approval
has been accorded for the setting up of three
new State Institutes of Hotel Management
(SIHMs) i.e., one each at Ramnagar (Uttarakhand),
Jhalawar (Rajasthan) and Sawai Madhopur
(Rajasthan) with the Central Financial Assistance
of INR 16.5 Crore.
- The Ministry of Tourism till August 2016, has
sanctioned 12 Institutes of Hospitality Management
in the North Eastern States.

(b) Food Craft Institutes (FCI)
- Ministry has accorded approval for setting up
of Food Craft Institute at Khajuraho in Madhya
Pradesh and has sanctioned Central Financial
Assistance of INR 475 Lakh.
- During the FY 2015-2016, in-principle approval
has also been accorded for setting up of two
Food Craft Institutes (FCI) at Dholpur and Baran
(Rajasthan) with the Central Financial Assistance
of INR 7.50 Crore.
(c) Indian Culinary Institute at Tirupati and its
Centre at Noida: Indian Culinary Institute has
been set up at Tirupati and the first academic
session commenced in September with a three
year BSc course in Culinary Arts. It offers 30
seats for the first academic batch of 2016-2019.

- Out of these Central Institute of Hotel Management,
Guwahati; Central Institute of Hotel Management,
Shillong; State Institute of Hotel Management,
Gangtok and Food Craft Institute, Nawgaon are
operational.
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